**Experiment 1**

Accidentally the young woman snubbed the acquaintance/*vinegar...  
Accidentally the young woman packed the vinegar/*acquaintance...  
After clearing the table at the diner the busboy thanked the cook/*pots...  
After clearing the table at the diner the busboy rinsed the pots/*cook...  
After feeding the infant the parent burped the tot/*cloth...  
After feeding the infant the parent unbuttoned the cloth/*tot...  
After getting his last card the high roller deceived the gambler/*money...  
After getting his last card the high roller hurled the money/*gambler...  
After heavy snowfalls in winter the old man thanked the groundskeeper/*stairs...  
After heavy snowfalls in winter the old man salted the stairs/*groundskeeper...  
After her son left for boarding school the mother praised the lad/*toys...  
After her son left for boarding school the mother stored his toys/*lad...  
After his daughter left the church the priest shunned the boyfriend/*tradition...  
After his daughter left the church the priest reiterated the tradition/*boyfriend...  
After much deliberation the university president appointed the director/*campus...  
After much deliberation the university president expanded the campus/*director...  
After school was out for the day the janitor insulted the superintendent/*cafeteria...  
After school was out for the day the janitor mopped the cafeteria/*superintendent...  
After she had been married for five years the woman divorced the deadbeat/*post...  
After she had been married for five years the woman resumed the post/*deadbeat...  
After soccer practice was over the player invited the teammate/*decision...  
After soccer practice was over the player regretted the decision/*teammate...  
After the concert the roadie ridiculed the hanger-on/*spotlight...  
After the concert the roadie unplugged the spotlight/*hanger-on...  
After the coronation feast the maid disrobed the queen/*hall...  
After the coronation feast the maid cleared the hall/*queen...
After the delivery the trucker informed the controller/*flatbed...
After the delivery the trucker unhitched the flatbed/*controller...
After the escape attempt the guards punished the convict/*watchfulness...
After the escape attempt the guards increased the watchfulness/*convict...
After the examination the optometrist diagnosed the octogenarian/*file...
After the examination the optometrist procured the file/*octogenarian...
After the poor test scores the professor reprimanded the TA/*results...
After the poor test score the professor scaled the results/*TA...
After the vase fell the antiques dealer overcharged the client/*fragments...
After the vase fell the antiques dealer swept the fragments/*client...
Along the road the volunteer bossed the newcomers/*median...
Along the road the volunteer scoured the median/*newcomers...
As part of the indoctrination the high priest anointed the initiate/*hood...
As part of the indoctrination the high priest donned the hood/*initiate...
As the clouds rolled in the street vendor undercharged the buyer/*fruits...
As the clouds rolled in the street vendor packed the fruits/*buyer...
At commencement the provost congratulated the alumnae/*address...
At commencement the provost resumed the address/*alumnae...
At dawn the prison warden executed the murderer/*regulations...
At dawn the prison warden revised the regulations/*murderer...
At dinner the young man estranged his family/*vegetables...
At dinner the young man skewered his vegetables/*family...
At football practice the coach implored the linebacker/*confidence...
At football practice the coach eroded the confidence/*linebacker...
At headquarters the manager interviewed the aspirant/*application...
At headquarters the manager perused the application/*aspirant...
At night by the docks the mobster clobbered the longshoreman/*documentation...
At night by the docks the mobster destroyed the documentation/*longshoreman...
At the airport the guard frisked the stewardess/*briefcase...
At the airport the guard inspected the briefcase/*stewardess...
At the barber shop the hairdresser tempted the mother/*nozzle...
At the barber shop the hairdresser clogged the nozzle/*mother...
At the casino the sly gambler bluffed the novice/*cards...
At the casino the sly gambler reviewed the cards/*novice...
At the conference the physicist implored his collaborators/*findings...
At the conference the physicist refuted the findings/*collaborators...
At the construction site the worker advised the overseer/*ditch...
At the construction site the worker dug the ditch/*overseer...
At the consulate the diplomat entreated the emissary/*permit...
At the consulate the diplomat stamped the permit/*emissary...
At the family dinner the young man teased the uncle/*decanter...
At the family dinner the young man corked the decanter/*uncle...
At the fancy restaurant the waiter assured the businessman/*champagne...
At the fancy restaurant the waiter poured the champagne/*businessman...
At the formal dinner the representative inducted the scholar/*initiative...
At the formal dinner the representative proposed the initiative/*scholar...
At the French restaurant the accountant complimented the maitre d’/*room...
At the French restaurant the accountant reserved the room/*maitre d’...
At the front gate the locksmith teased the homemaker/*latch...
At the front gate the locksmith installed the latch/*homemaker...
At the funeral the priest eulogized the lady/*verse...
At the funeral the priest recited the verse/*lady...
At the gas station the attendant compensated the cabbie/*limousine...
At the gas station the chauffeur filled the limousine/*cabbie...
At the gym the strongest trainer outdid the jock/barbell...
At the gym the strongest trainer deadlifted the barbell/jock...
At the homestead the farmer penalized the laborer/meadow...
At the homestead the farmer plowed the meadow/laborer...
At the huge party the hostess introduced the caterer/appetizers...
At the huge party the hostess spilled the appetizers/caterer...
At the inn the owner busied the personnel/cellar...
At the inn the owner opened the cellar/personnel...
At the lake the child pestered the playmate/raft...
At the lake the child launched the raft/playmate...
At the nightclub the raw comedian taunted the MC/abuses...
At the nightclub the raw comedian hurled many abuses/MC...
At the party the child blindfolded the buddy/tomfoolery...
At the party the child quit the tomfoolery/buddy...
At the political debate the candidate tormented the challenger/statement...
At the political debate the candidate repeated the statement/challenger...
At the rowdy soccer game the drunk heckled the mascot/arena...
At the rowdy soccer game the drunk departed the arena/mascot...
At the sports bar the patron cheered the goalie/ale...
At the sports bar the patron gulped the ale/goalie...
At the teacher’s insistence the students badgered their grandparents/document...
At the teacher’s insistence the students typed the document/grandparents...
At the temping agency the headhunter recruited the programmer/records...
At the temping agency the headhunter searched the records/programmer...
At the wild party the frat brother confronted the gate-crasher/booze...
At the wild party the frat brother drank the booze/gate-crasher...
At the yearly tournament the knight honored the queen/blade...
At the yearly tournament the knight unsheathed the blade/*queen...
At three o'clock the mother bottlefed the newborn/*meat...
At three o'clock the mother cubed the meat/*newborn...
Because he was so hungry the technician implored the coworker/*donuts...
Because he was so hungry the technician ate the donuts/*coworker...
Because of the seriousness of the charges the official extradited the felon/*report...
Because of the seriousness of the charges the official sealed the report/*felon...
Before dawn the hitman assassinated the mayor/*pistol...
Before dawn the hitman reloaded the pistol/*mayor...
Before finishing the project the carpenter hired the painter/*shelf...
Before finishing the project the carpenter sanded the shelf/*painter...
Before heading up Mt. Everest the Sherpa cautioned the hikers/*course...
Before heading up Mt. Everest the Sherpa traced the course/*hikers...
Before taking the picture the photographer groomed the boy/*filter...
Before taking the picture the photographer polished the filter/*boy...
Before the dental operation the nurse anesthetized the sufferer/*drill...
Before the dental operation the nurse sterilized the drill/*sufferer...
Before winter break the junior met the boss/*suite...
Before winter break the junior sublet the suite/*boss...
By the seashore the children mislead the grownups/*lemonade...
By the seashore the children funneled the lemonade/*grownups...
Due to storms off the coast the tanker captain cautioned the helmsman/*oil...
Due to storms off the coast the tanker captain shipped the oil/*helmsman...
During dinner the glutton chastised the waitress/*soup...
During dinner the glutton savored the soup/*waitress...
During shop class the teacher disciplined the troublemaker/*metal...
During shop class the teacher hammered the metal/*troublemaker...
During the cabinet meeting the press secretary reproached the staffer/*letter...  
During the cabinet meeting the press secretary signed the letter/*staffer...  
During the car ride the passenger pressured the chauffeur/*mirror...  
During the car ride the passenger defogged the mirror/*chauffeur...  
During the competition the martial artist subdued the champ/*uniform...  
During the competition the martial artist loosened his uniform/*champ...  
During the emergency the fireman rescued the victims/*blaze...  
During the emergency the fireman extinguished the blaze/*victims...  
During the lighting repairs the electrician electrocuted the assistant/*cable...  
During the lighting repairs the electrician soldered the cable/*assistant...  
During the performance the critic shushed the youngster/*observation...  
During the performance the critic scribbled a observation/*youngster...  
During the press conference the aide assured the journalist/*dishonesty...  
During the press conference the aide regretted the dishonesty/*journalist...  
During the protest the police officer handcuffed the demonstrator/*perimeter...  
During the protest the police officer patrolled the perimeter/*demonstrator...  
During the stunt the daredevil orphaned the offspring/*car...  
During the stunt the daredevil started the car/*offspring...  
Every day at the amusement park the technician inconvenienced the carousers/*turnstile...  
Every day at the amusement park the technician fixed the turnstile/*carousers...  
Every Sunday the young minister enlisted the deacon/*tirade...  
Every Sunday the young minister composed the tirade/*deacon...  
Having ran out of money the addict mugged the elder/*condo...  
Having ran out of money the addict ransacked the condo/*elder...  
If the display was not set up correctly the boss chastised the staff/*cans...  
If the display was not set up correctly the boss arranged the cans/*staff...
In a fit of passion the careless adulterer impregnated the lover/*condom...
In a fit of passion the careless adulterer ripped the condom/*lover...
In boot camp the sergeant disciplined the draftee/*command...
In boot camp the sergeant repeated the command/*draftee...
In court the district attorney persecuted the offender/*assertion...
In court the district attorney neutralized the assertion/*offender...
In front of the supermarket the policeman fined the panhandler/*nightstick...
In front of the supermarket the policeman twirled his nightstick/*panhandler...
In the Appalachian Mountains the locals bullied the deputy/*moonshine...
In the Appalachian Mountains the locals distilled the moonshine/*deputy...
In the cabin the counselor entertained the preteens/*lantern...
In the cabin the counselor dimmed the lantern/*preteens...
In the campus center the credit-card representative distracted the junior/*schpeel...
In the campus center the credit-card representative pitched the schpeel/*junior...
In the cathedral the bride married the man/*steps...
In the cathedral the bride ascended the steps/*man...
In the chemical laboratory the scientist instructed the subordinate/*liquid...
In the chemical laboratory the scientist acidified the liquid/*subordinate...
In the classroom the old teacher regaled the pupils/*tome...
In the classroom the old teacher reopened the tome/*pupils...
In the convenience store the clerk complemented the daddy/*cash-box...
In the convenience store the clerk locked the cash-box/*daddy...
In the countryside the farmer cheated the neighbor/*chestnuts...
In the countryside the farmer shucked the chestnuts/*neighbor...
In the county station the sheriff jailed the thief/*gate...
In the county station the sheriff latched the gate/*thief...
In the courtroom the jury acquitted the suspect/*outcome...
In the courtroom the jury rationalized the outcome/*suspect...
In the dungeon the dominatrix caned the fetishist/*knife...
In the dungeon the dominatrix brandished the knife/*fetishist...
In the football game the linebacker injured the cheerleader/*jersey...
In the football game the linebacker tore his jersey/*cheerleader...
In the hospital the head doctor paged the subordinate/*chart...
In the hospital the head doctor signed the chart/*subordinate...
In the laundromat the student nagged the proprietor/*slacks...
In the laundromat the student folded the slacks/*proprietor...
In the parking garage the thief robbed the employees/*money...
In the parking garage the thief pilfered the money/*employees...
In the pastry shop the assistant entreated the baker/*concoction...
In the pastry shop the assistant sweetened the concoction/*baker...
In the rehab clinic the addict misled the therapist/*weed...
In the rehab clinic the addict smoked the weed/*therapist...
In the restaurant kitchen the cook scolded the server/*sugar...
In the restaurant kitchen the cook caramelized the sugar/*server...
In the ruins of the ancient city the archaeologist berated his helper/*skull...
In the ruins of the ancient city the archaeologist excavated the skull/*helper...
In the small town the farmboy courted the missy/*harvest...
In the small town the farmboy reaped the harvest/*missy...
In the valley the prospector misinformed the traveler/*silver...
In the valley the prospector mined the silver/*traveler...
In the village the blacksmith murdered the innkeeper/*axe...
In the village the blacksmith grinded the axe/*innkeeper...
Inside the pub the drunk eluded the manager/*scotch...
Inside the pub the drunk guzzled the scotch/*manager...
Just before bedtime the nanny diapered the preemie/*formula...
Just before bedtime the nanny microwaved the formula/*preemie...
Next to the house the contractor instructed the apprentice/*beam...
Next to the house the contractor climbed the beam/*apprentice...
On Halloween the youth tricked the girl/*area...
On Halloween the youth canvassed the area/*girl...
On the battleship the sailor warned the ensign/*gear...
On the battleship the sailor stored the gear/*ensign...
On the dorm room bed the junior ridiculed the roommate/*leftovers...
On the dorm room bed the sophomore munched the leftovers/*roommate...
On the first day back home the teenager met the pal/*trip...
On the first day back home the teenager recounted the trip/*pal...
On the fishing ship the helmsman informed the commander/*depths...
On the fishing ship the helmsman trawled the depths/*commander...
On the night of the dance the matron warned the debutantes/*dress...
On the night of the dance the matron buttoned the dress/*debutantes...
On the pirate ship the first mate flogged the slave/*ladder...
On the pirate ship the first mate ascended the ladder/*slave...
On the quad the rowdy freshman harassed the trustee/*bench...
On the quad the rowdy freshman vandalized the bench/*trustee...
On the street corner the magician swindled the chump/*handkerchief...
On the street corner the magician unfolded the handkerchief/*chump...
On the university quad the groundskeeper chided the visitors/*grass...
On the university quad the groundskeeper raked the grass/*visitors...
Out on the playground the brat mocked the geek/*slide...
Out on the playground the brat hogged the slide/*geek...
Outside the movie premier the paparazzi crowded the diva/*microphones...
Outside the movie premier the paparazzi readied the microphones/*diva...
Outside the nightclub the bouncer gagged the wino/*clasp...
Outside the nightclub the bouncer unhooked the clasp/*wino...
Packing for college the student thanked the family/*poster...
Packing for college the student rolled the poster/*family...
Right after the third inning the batter jeered the shortstop/*throw...
Right after the third inning the batter bunted the throw/*shortstop...
Sitting in her living room Martha Stewart chastised the maidservant/*wine...
Sitting in her living room Martha Stewart sipped the wine/*maidservant...
Sitting on the barstool the boozer groped the lush/*brandy...
Sitting on the barstool the boozer sipped the brandy/*lursh...
Soon after being hired the plumber inconveniced the realtor/*bathroom...
Soon after being hired the plumber explored the bathroom/*realtor...
Standing in the river the evangelist baptized the believer/*scriptures...
Standing in the river the evangelist preached the scriptures/*believer...
The apartment complex's landlord evicted the resident/*lease...
The apartment complex's landlord cheapened the lease/*resident...
The beauty pageant judges crowned the finalist/*guidelines...
The beauty pageant judges reiterated the guidelines/*finalist...
The middle school guidance counselor dissuaded the dropout/*questionnaire...
The middle school guidance counselor designed the questionnaire/*dropout...
The New York City police deported the foreigner/*contraband...
The New York City police confiscated the contraband/*foreigner...
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame director inducted the singer/*search...
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame director enlarged the search/*singer...
To discourage tardiness the boss burdened the latecomers/*bonuses...
To discourage tardiness the boss reduced the bonuses/*latecomers...
Under the shade in the park the lover kissed the husband/*mat...
Under the shade in the park the lover unrolled the mat/*husband...
When he saw the bill the father punished the adolescent/*car...
When he saw the bill the father confiscated the car/*adolescent...
When he was caught red-handed the troublemaker humored the headmaster/*explanation...
When he was caught red-handed the troublemaker fabricated a explanation/*headmaster...
When his parents were busy the troublesome boy teased his cousin/*soda...
When his parents were busy the troublesome boy stole the soda/*cousin...
When she ran out of pills the pharmacist misinformed the physicians/*antibiotics...
When she ran out of pills the pharmacist reordered the antibiotics/*physicians...
When the old couple hit a bump the wife nagged the grandson/*beverage...
When the old couple hit a bump the wife spilled the beverage/*grandson...
When the power went out in his home the old man praised the grandson/*wires...
When the power went out in his home the old man jiggled the wires/*grandson...
While preparing for dinner the grandmother groomed the niece/*yams...
While preparing for dinner the grandmother peeled the yams/*niece...
While working the interior designer reimbursed the architect/*loft...
While working the interior designer partitioned the loft/*architect...
With the market crashing the broker conned the financier/*futures...
With the market crashing the broker liquidated the futures/*financier...
Experiment 2

Accidentally the young woman snubbed the acquaintance/*vinegar...
Accidentally the young woman sickened the acquaintance/*vinegar...
After clearing the table at the diner the busboy thanked the cook/*pots...
After clearing the table at the diner the busboy discombobulated the cook/*pots...
After getting his last card the high roller deceived the gambler/*money...
After getting his last card the high roller puzzled the gambler/*money...
After heavy snowfalls in winter the old man thanked the groundskeeper/*stairs...
After heavy snowfalls in winter the old man bothered the groundskeeper/*stairs...
After her son left for boarding school the mother praised the lad/*toys...
After her son left for boarding school the mother overwhelmed the lad/*toys...
After his daughter left the church the priest shunned the boyfriend/*tradition...
After his daughter left the church the priest compelled the boyfriend/*tradition...
After much deliberation the university president appointed the director/*campus...
After much deliberation the university president disappointed the director/*campus...
After school was out for the day the janitor insulted the superintendent/*cafeteria...
After school was out for the day the janitor bewildered the superintendent/*cafeteria...
After she had been married for five years the woman divorced the deadbeat/*post...
After she had been married for five years the woman surprised the deadbeat/*post...
After soccer practice was over the player invited the teammate/*decision...
After soccer practice was over the player enraged the teammate/*decision...
After the coronation feast the maid disrobed the queen/*hall...
After the coronation feast the maid deluded the queen/*hall...
After the delivery the trucker informed the controller/*flatbed...
After the delivery the trucker bugged the controller/*flatbed...
After the escape attempt the guards punished the convict/*watchfulness...
After the escape attempt the guards perturbed the convict/*watchfulness...
After the examination the optometrist diagnosed the octogenarian/*file...
After the examination the optometrist relieved the octogenarian/*file...
After the feeding the parent burped the tot/*cloth...
After the feeding the parent coaxed the tot/*cloth...
After the poor test scores the professor reprimanded the TA/*results...
After the poor test score the professor demoralized the TA/*results...
After the vase fell the antiques dealer overcharged the client/*fragments...
After the vase fell the antiques dealer startled the client/*fragments...
Along the road the volunteer bossed the newcomers/*median...
Along the road the volunteer motivated the newcomers/*median...
As part of the indoctrination the high priest anointed the initiate/*hood...
As part of the indoctrination the high priest enraptured the initiate/*hood...
As the clouds rolled in the street vendor undercharged the buyer/*fruits...
As the clouds rolled in the street vendor enticed the buyer/*fruits...
At commencement the provost congratulated the alumnae/*address...
At commencement the provost roused the alumnae/*address...
At dawn the prison warden executed the murderer/*regulations...
At dawn the prison warden distressed the murderer/*regulations...
At dinner the young man estranged his family/*vegetables...
At dinner the young man disgusted the family/*vegetables...
At football practice the coach rebuked the linebacker/*confidence...
At football practice the coach fatigued the linebacker/*confidence...
At headquarters the manager interviewed the aspirant/*application...
At headquarters the manager confused the aspirant/*application...
At night by the docks the mobster clobbered the longshoreman/*documentation...
At night by the docks the mobster intimidated the longshoreman/*documentation...
At the airport the guard frisked the stewardess/*briefcase...
At the airport the guard preoccupied the stewardess/*briefcase...
At the barber shop the hairdresser tempted the mother/*nozzle...
At the barber shop the hairdresser elated the mother/*nozzle...
At the casino the sly gambler bluffed the novice/*cards...
At the casino the sly gambler bewitched the novice/*cards...
At the conference the physicist implored his collaborators/*findings...
At the conference the physicist alarmed the collaborators/*findings...
At the construction site the worker advised the overseer/*ditch...
At the construction site the worker appeased the overseer/*ditch...
At the consulate the diplomat entreated the emissary/*permit...
At the consulate the diplomat discouraged the emissary/*permit...
At the family dinner the young man teased the uncle/*decanter...
At the family dinner the young man astonished the uncle/*decanter...
At the fancy restaurant the waiter assured the businessman/*champagne...
At the fancy restaurant the waiter satisfied the businessman/*champagne...
At the formal dinner the representative inducted the scholar/*initiative...
At the formal dinner the representative charmed the scholar/*initiative...
At the French restaurant the accountant complimented the maître ’d/*room...
At the French restaurant the accountant intrigued the maître ’d/*room...
At the front gate the locksmith teased the homemaker/*latch...
At the front gate the locksmith dissatisfied the homemaker/*latch...
At the funeral the priest eulogized the lady/*verse...
At the funeral the priest consoled the lady/*verse...
At the gas station the attendant compensated the cabbie/*limousine...
At the gas station the attendant aggravated the cabbie/*limousine...
At the gym the strongest trainer outdid the jock/*barbell...
At the gym the strongest trainer stupefied the jock/*barbell...
At the homestead the farmer penalized the laborer/*meadow...
At the homestead the farmer interested the laborer/*meadow...
At the huge party the hostess introduced the caterer/*appetizers...
At the huge party the hostess titillated the caterer/*appetizers...
At the inn the owner busied the personnel/*cellar...
At the inn the owner placated the personnel/*cellar...
At the lake the child pestered the playmate/*raft...
At the lake the child scared the playmate/*raft...
At the nightclub the raw comedian taunted the MC/*abuses...
At the nightclub the raw comedian mortified the MC/*abuses...
At the party the child blindfolded the buddy/*tomfoolery...
At the party the child riled the buddy/*tomfoolery...
At the political debate the candidate tormented the challenger/*statement...
At the political debate the candidate shocked the challenger/*statement...
At the rowdy soccer game the drunk heckled the mascot/*arena...
At the rowdy soccer game the drunk offended the mascot/*arena...
At the sports bar the patron cheered the chum/*ale...
At the sports bar the patron depressed the chum/*ale...
At the teacher's insistence the students badgered their grandparents/*document...
At the teacher's insistence the students educated the grandparents/*document...
At the temping agency the headhunter recruited the programmer/*records...
At the temping agency the headhunter convinced the programmer/*records...
At the wild party the frat brother confronted the gate-crasher/*booze...
At the wild party the frat brother dazed the gate-crasher/*booze...
At the yearly tournament the knight honored the queen/*blade...
At the yearly tournament the knight impressed the queen/*blade...
At three o'clock the mother bottlefed the newborn/*meat...
At three o'clock the mother saddened the newborn/*meat...
Because he was so hungry the technician implored the coworker/*donuts...
Because he was so hungry the technician troubled the coworker/*donuts...
Because of the seriousness of the charges the official extradited the felon/*report...
Because of the seriousness of the charges the official shamed the felon/*report...
Before dawn the hit man assassinated the mayor/*pistol...
Before dawn the hit man reassured the mayor/*pistol...
Before finishing the project the carpenter hired the painter/*shelf...
Before finishing the project the carpenter vexed the painter/*shelf...
Before heading up Mt. Everest the Sherpa cautioned the hikers/*course...
Before heading up Mt. Everest the Sherpa persuaded the hikers/*course...
Before taking the picture the photographer groomed the boy/*filter...
Before taking the picture the photographer de-stressed the boy/*filter...
Before the concert the roadie ridiculed the hanger-on/*spotlight...
Before the concert the roadie peeved the hanger-on/*spotlight...
Before the dental operation the nurse anesthetized the sufferer/*drill...
Before the dental operation the nurse comforted the sufferer/*drill...
Before winter break the junior met the boss/*suite...
Before winter break the junior miffed the boss/*suite...
By the seashore the children mislead the grownups/*lemonade...
By the seashore the children irked the grownups/*lemonade...
Due to storms off the coast the tanker captain cautioned the helmsman/*oil...
Due to storms off the coast the tanker captain dispirited the helmsman/*oil...
During dinner the glutton chastised the waitress/*soup...
During dinner the glutton nauseated the waitress/*soup...
During shop class the teacher disciplined the troublemaker/*metal...
During shop class the teacher disgruntled the troublemaker/*metal...
During the cabinet meeting the press secretary reproached the staffer/*letter...
During the cabinet meeting the press secretary bored the staffer/*letter...
During the car ride the passenger pressured the chauffeur/*mirror...
During the car ride the passenger fascinated the chauffeur/*mirror...
During the competition the martial artist subdued the champ/*uniform...
During the competition the martial artist astounded the champ/*uniform...
During the emergency the fireman rescued the victims/*blaze...
During the emergency the fireman emboldened the victims/*blaze...
During the lighting repairs the electrician electrocuted the assistant/*cable...
During the lighting repairs the electrician worried the assistant/*cable...
During the performance the critic shushed the youngster/*observation...
During the performance the critic thrilled the youngster/*observation...
During the press conference the aide assured the journalist/*dishonesty...
During the press conference the aide enlightened the journalist/*dishonesty...
During the protest the police officer handcuffed the demonstrator/*perimeter...
During the protest the police officer pacified the demonstrator/*perimeter...
During the stunt the daredevil orphaned the offspring/*car...
During the stunt the daredevil wowed the offspring/*car...
Every day at the amusement park the technician inconvenienced the carousers/*turnstile...
Every day at the amusement park the technician concerned the carousers/*turnstile...
Every Sunday the young minister enlisted the deacon/*tirade...
Every Sunday the young minister inspired the deacon/*tirade...
Having ran out of money the addict mugged the elder/*condo...
Having ran out of money the addict disturbed the elder/condo...
If the display was not set up correctly the boss chastised the staff/cans...
If the display was not set up correctly the boss affronted the staff/cans...
In a fit of passion the careless adulterer impregnated the lover/condom...
In a fit of passion the careless adulterer seduced the lover/condom...
In boot camp the sergeant disciplined the draftee/command...
In boot camp the sergeant exhilarated the draftee/command...
In court the district attorney persecuted the offender/assertion...
In court the district attorney flabbergasted the offender/assertion...
In front of the supermarket the policeman fined the panhandler/nightstick...
In front of the supermarket the policeman fazed the panhandler/nightstick...
In the Appalachian Mountains the locals bullied the deputy/moonshine...
In the Appalachian Mountains the locals annoyed the deputy/moonshine...
In the cabin the counselor entertained the preteens/lantern...
In the cabin the counselor frightened the preteens/lantern...
In the campus center the credit-card representative distracted the junior/schpeel...
In the campus center the credit-card representative alienated the junior/schpeel...
In the cathedral the bride married the man/steps...
In the cathedral the bride enchanted the man/steps...
In the chemical laboratory the scientist instructed the subordinate/liquid...
In the chemical laboratory the scientist disillusioned the subordinate/liquid...
In the classroom the old teacher regaled the pupils/tome...
In the classroom the old teacher flustered the pupils/tome...
In the convenience store the clerk complemented the daddy/cash-box...
In the convenience store the clerk soothed the daddy/cash-box...
In the countryside the farmer cheated the neighbor/chestnuts...
In the countryside the farmer roused the neighbor/chestnuts...
In the county station the sheriff jailed the thief/*gate...
In the county station the sheriff upset the thief/*gate...
In the courtroom the jury acquitted the suspect/*outcome...
In the courtroom the jury exasperated the suspect/*outcome...
In the dungeon the dominatrix caned the fetishist/*knife...
In the dungeon the dominatrix humiliated the fetishist/*knife...
In the football game the linebacker injured the cheerleader/*jersey...
In the football game the linebacker petrified the cheerleader/*jersey...
In the hospital the head doctor paged the subordinate/*chart...
In the hospital the head doctor humbled the subordinate/*chart...
In the Laundromat the student nagged the proprietor/*slacks...
In the Laundromat the student antagonized the proprietor/*slacks...
In the parking garage the thief robbed the employees/*money...
In the parking garage the thief unnerved the employees/*money...
In the pastry shop the assistant entreated the baker/*concoction...
In the pastry shop the assistant dazzled the baker/*concoction...
In the rehab clinic the addict mislead the therapist/*weed...
In the rehab clinic the addict disheartened the therapist/*weed...
In the restaurant kitchen the cook scolded the server/*sugar...
In the restaurant kitchen the cook demeaned the server/*sugar...
In the ruins of the ancient city the archaeologist berated his helper/*skull...
In the ruins of the ancient city the archaeologist embittered the helper/*skull...
In the small town the farm boy courted the missy/*harvest...
In the small town the farm boy flattered the missy/*harvest...
In the valley the prospector misinformed the traveler/*silver...
In the valley the prospector horrified the traveler/*silver...
In the village the blacksmith murdered the innkeeper/*axe...
In the village the blacksmith contented the innkeeper/*axe...
Inside the pub the drunk eluded the manager/*scotch...
Inside the pub the drunk disconcerted the manager/*scotch...
Just before bedtime the nanny diapered the preemie/*formula...
Just before bedtime the nanny lulled the preemie/*formula...
Next to the house the contractor instructed the apprentice/*beam...
Next to the house the contractor maddened the apprentice/*beam...
On Halloween the youth tricked the girl/*area...
On Halloween the youth outraged the girl/*area...
On the battleship the sailor warned the ensign/*gear...
On the battleship the sailor angered the ensign/*gear...
On the dorm room bed the junior ridiculed the roommate/*leftovers...
On the dorm room bed the sophomore amused the roommate/*leftovers...
On the first day back home the teenager met the pal/*trip...
On the first day back home the teenager frustrated the pal/*trip...
On the fishing ship the helmsman informed the commander/*depths...
On the fishing ship the helmsman provoked the commander/*depths...
On the night of the dance the matron warned the debutantes/*dress...
On the night of the dance the matron delighted the debutantes/*dress...
On the pirate ship the first mate flogged the slave/*ladder...
On the pirate ship the first mate coerced the slave/*ladder...
On the quad the rowdy freshman harassed the trustee/*bench...
On the quad the rowdy freshman cajoled the trustee/*bench...
On the street corner the magician swindled the chump/*handkerchief...
On the street corner the magician befuddled the chump/*handkerchief...
On the university quad the groundskeeper chided the visitors/*grass...
On the university quad the groundskeeper gladdened the visitors/*grass...
Out on the playground the brat mocked the geek/*slide...
Out on the playground the brat fooled the geek/*slide...
Outside the movie premier the paparazzi crowded the diva/*microphones...
Outside the movie premier the paparazzi stunned the diva/*microphones...
Outside the nightclub the bouncer gagged the wino/*clasp...
Outside the nightclub the bouncer infuriated the wino/*clasp...
Packing for college the student thanked the family/*poster...
Packing for college the student perplexed the family/*poster...
Right after the third inning the batter jeered the shortstop/*throw...
Right after the third inning the batter awed the shortstop/*throw...
Sitting in her living room Martha Stewart chastised the maidservant/*wine...
Sitting in her living room Martha Stewart pleased the maidservant/*wine...
Sitting on the barstool the boozer groped the lush/*brandy...
Sitting on the barstool the boozer irritated the lush/*brandy...
Soon after being hired the plumber inconvenienced the realtor/*bathroom...
Soon after being hired the plumber dismayed the realtor/*bathroom...
Standing in the river the evangelist baptized the believer/*scriptures...
Standing in the river the evangelist captivated the believer/*scriptures...
The apartment complex's landlord evicted the resident/*lease...
The apartment complex's landlord engrossed the resident/*lease...
The beauty pageant judges crowned the finalist/*guidelines...
The beauty pageant judges appalled the finalist/*guidelines...
The middle school guidance counselor dissuaded the dropout/*questionnaire...
The middle school guidance counselor disquieted the dropout/*questionnaire...
The New York City police deported the foreigner/*contraband...
The New York City police terrified the foreigner/*contraband...
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame director inducted the singer/*search...
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame director scandalized the singer/*search...
To discourage tardiness the boss burdened the latecomers/*bonuses...
To discourage tardiness the boss embarrassed the latecomers/*bonuses...
Under the shade in the park the lover kissed the husband/*mat...
Under the shade in the park the lover tantalized the husband/*mat...
When he saw the bill the father punished the adolescent/*car...
When he saw the bill the father unsettled the adolescent/*car...
When he was caught red-handed the troublemaker humored the headmaster/*explanation...
When he was caught red-handed the troublemaker displeased the headmaster/*explanation...
When his parents were busy the troublesome boy teased his cousin/*soda...
When his parents were busy the troublesome boy duped the cousin/*soda...
When she ran out of pills the pharmacist misinformed the physicians/*antibiotics...
When she ran out of pills the pharmacist mollified the physicians/*antibiotics...
When the old couple hit a bump the wife nagged the grandson/*beverage...
When the old couple hit a bump the wife calmed the grandson/*beverage...
When the power went out in his home the old man praised the grandson/*wires...
When the power went out in his home the old man entertained the grandson/*wires...
While preparing for dinner the grandmother groomed the niece/*yams...
While preparing for dinner the grandmother baffled the niece/*yams...
While working the interior designer reimbursed the architect/*loft...
While working the interior designer amazed the architect/*loft...
With the market crashing the broker conned the financier/*futures...
With the market crashing the broker panicked the financier/*futures...